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A balo tracking and meteorological data gathering system was developed for small
free floating balloons. The evolution and test of this system and several small
balloon flights are described. Balloons of different volumes were flown at several
altitudes, varying durations, and times of day. Position, pressure-altitude and
temperature data from these flights were closely monitored. These data have been
correlated with cloud cover, terrain, and diurnal changes. Data from the July 1990
flight series are described in the greatest detail.
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SHALL BALLOON BALLISTIC TRACING AND BEAVIOR ANOMALIES

John R. Ground
Phillips Laboratory, Aerospace Engineering Division

lanscom AFB, HA 01731

six hours and flight termination occurred
Abstract by timer. Positionscomputed from the GMD

antenna angles were recorded at 10-minute
I belites trckii! aid Ieteorological data gotkeriag $lite@ l intervals. Data from these flights

developed for isall free flo&tinl hlloas. fit el t0 Lo ad tet suggested a diurnal coupling, in that the
of this sastem aid several oasll balloaA flights are described, trajectories for each launch time tended
ailloooo of different volue& mere flows at several altitudes, to group. Those flights launched at 2200

varlioa durations &ad times or day, Position, pteissre-altitade sod HDT tended to have trajectories slightly
temperature dais from these flights Vere closelpy t itred. These to the north of west, while the
datae a begs c rrelated itb cloud cover, terrlit, sad djira traject'ories for those fl ights launched at
chasge. Dati from tie July lil0 flight eeries ate described is the 0400 MDT were souLh of west.
greatest detail.

Much folklore has grown in the
balloon community about the terrain and

1. History its effect on balloons floating in the
stratosphere, parLicularly over the

During the summer for the past thirty Sacramento Mountains between Roswell, NH
years we have been flying large scientific and the White Sands Missile Range. The
balloons from eastern New Mexico westward 1986 effort tended to suggest that perhaps
toward the White Sands Missile Range. The diurnal variations were, in part, the
penetration point of the Range airspace cause of the deviations that had been
has always been of vital importance to the observed in the past over this region.
balloon-borne experiment. While the
stratospheric easterly winds are very
stable during this period, the statistical 2. Recent Pathfinders
norm has often been an inadequate
predictor. Various techniques have been Two efforts, one in September 1989
tried to improve the predictability of the and one in July 1990, were conducted to
Range penetration point, look at these anomalies in greater detail

using a new tracking ground station we
In 1972, in support of the VIKING developed for this purpose. The four

project, we flew 7102 cubic meter balloons flight series in 1989 used balloons with
at 36.6 kilometers to provide a ballistic volumes of 102, 1563 and 7102 cubic
trace for the large balloons carrying the meters, and were flown at altitudes 16,
VIKING aero-shell and decelerator. These 21, 30 and 37 km. The 37 km flight,
ballistic trace balloons were dubbed discussed later, was aloft for eighteen
"Pathfinders", a title which has persisted hours.
to this day. These Pathfinders that were
launched about 12 hours prior to the hot The second effort, during July 1990,
test produced results no better than the consisted of a series of small balloons,
statistical norm. Tracking of these 1563 cubic meters, that were flown from
Pathfinders was accomplished using a GND !Roswell, NM to the west side of the White
radiosonde unit, which tracked a VIZ )Sanda Missile Range, NM, which is located
radiosonde. No meteorological data were 185 kilometers west of Roswell. These
collected during float as these 'flights were released over a seven-day
radiosondes were pressure commutated and period. Each flight was launched four
no data switching occurred unless tile hours earlier in time than on the
balloon changed altitude. preceding day. The releases were scheduled

for 1200, 0800, 0400, 0000, 2000 and 1600
In July 1986 Pathfinders were used hours HDT. This schedule was followed as

again to provide a ballistic trace. The closely as weather permitted. The balloons
balloons were much much smaller, 102 cubic used were manufactured by RAVEN Industries
meters, and floated at 23 kilometers. Ten rrom 0.127 millimeter Astrofilm E. These
flights were made. For this series the 1563 cubic meter balloons will carry a 16
launch time was more precise. Five were kilogram payload to art altitude of 30
launched at 2200 hours and five were kilometers. At this altitude the
launched at 0400 hours local time. stratospheric winds, during July, produce
Tracking was accomplished by using a an average westerly drift of 16 meters per
modified GMD to receive a transmitted second. The flight durations varied
signal from a 1680 Mhlz Vaisala radiosonde. between four and six hours depending on
These radiosondes were electrically weather and recovery conditions. Seven
commutated. Continuous pressure and launches were made. Good data were
temperature were received for the entire collected on five flights. There was one
flight sequence. The flight durations were balloon failure and one launch failure.
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3. Flight System wade at 32 minute intervals after "arm"

regardless of the altitude. We disarmedThe flight system consisted of a the ballast floor to eliminate data

control board which automatically

controlled flight termination and ballast degradation caused by changes in altitude.

pour functions, a Vaisala US-SON (OMEGA) 4. Ground Station
radiosonde, a flashing strobe warning
light, (aneroid "off" at 18.3 km), a The Ground Station, not named after
138.125 MHz command receiver, a tone
decoder, and a 3.7 meter diameter flat developer and aho r it aComisunitronics 4103 Mh~z receiver witlh a
circular parachute. Each flight system bandwidth of 1000 KlIz, a TRACOU OMEGA
weighed from 20 to 45 kg. Generally 10% navigator, an AT 286 computer with a color
pourable ballast was carried on each monitor, a dot matrix parallel printer, a
flight. The US-BON Vaisala radiosonde was Vaisala P1 meteorological data
suspended 5.5 meters, the length of the processor, an interface signal conditioner
OMEGA antenna, below the flight package, box, a 403 MHz omni receive antenna, anl
The 3.7 meter parachute (extended length OMEGA receive antenna, and an operating
5.5 meters) was flown in-line above the software Package for data processing and
flight package. The overall length of the display. These components are housed in
flight train was 11.4 meters. The flight transportable cases that interconnect into
configuration is shown in Figure 1. a work station. Setup and breakdown time

is about one hour. A LORAN Micrologic
navigator was added after this flight
series. Power requirements are 110 Volts

FLIGHT CONFIGURATION 15 amp service.

5. Methodoloey

All but one of the flight systems
were small and light enough to be hand
launched. Launches were made either at
fIllouman AFIJ, NM or from the loswe ll
Industrial Air Center just. south of tike
town of Roswell, NM. Command, control and
data acquisition functions were located in
building 850, Hiolloman AFB, NM. The 403
MHz data signal was acquired immediately
for the Holloman AFB launches and were at

a. about 9 km for those flights lunched from
3 Rioswell, NM. Position and meteorological

data were received and utored ill an ASCII
format. Thle flight timers were set for the

maximum anticipated time the flight would
be within acceptable acquisition anid

c.command range. Once set, the timer
settings could not be changed in flight.

3 ~The flights could be terminated at anty
time by command.

r1odbonod _ _ _In the data center the incoming
signal was split with the OMEGA tracking

or t andata going to ali OMEGA Navigator and the
GAW*. The o Quonla .s i 11.4 mireum meteorological data going to a Vaiuala
ak. Vie - . On at a vey hqh *n agles Pi1ll data processor. Position data were

1 " in Use sw of 10 .11 krecorded at one minute intervals, while

the meteorological data were recorded at
1.5 second intervals. Position anid
meteorological data were integrated into
ASCII data files via a software program

Flight termination would occur either developed by Optimetrics, Inc. The
after a preset time or when the balloon position data were also displayed

graphically to provide a visual realtimedescended to an altitude of 18.3 km. The trace of the balloon trajectory.ballasting system was set so that the
ballast pour "arm" occurred 256 minutes
after the package was turned "on". Once For daytime terminations a

armed, a three-percent ballast pour would surveillance aircraft was used to spot the I.
occur when the balloon descended below payload and guide the ground recovery crew

27.4 km (The ballast floor). The nominal to the site. For nighttime terminations a
float altitude was 30.5 km. After the pour locate te payload. These attempts were

was made, 32 minutes later a second pour not very successful. Two of the seven
was made if the balloon had not ascended
above 27.4 km. For the last three flights payloads were recovered.

the ballast floor was disabled. Pours were

2
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6. Flight Synopses the south at 1600 UCT. 'his turning i.

consistent with the data frow the 1986
The trajectories flawn in the latli'ider flights.

September 1989 and July 1990 series are
shown below in Table I and Table 2 Another interesting aspect of this

TABLE I flight was the comparison of two tracking
techniques. A VIZ radiosonde was iflown urd

tracked with a GMO. in addition, a Vai-alaIOLLOMAN AFB, NM OMEGA radiosonde was flown and tracked
September 1989 with the Omega tracking station we had

developed. A distance comparison is shown
BLN SZ ALT DUR DIST FROM STrA ic Figure 4. Relative Omega positionsml km lira km tracked very well, however, deviations

from the GMD positions varied fro 22 to 3272 21 8 120 kilometers. The orientation error (lot

shown) between the GMID and OMEUA tracking1563 30 7 217 systems was very stable. The mean error

was a -50 degrees from north (360
272 16 3.5 144 degrees). 'rhe best agreement in the

distance error occurred at around 1200
7102 37 18 222 ucr.

table 1. Listed above are the a balloon size, float altitude,
flight diratios and terrnatioAn distance (ran the launch point for
the September 111# PAI Ri'llt flights. H89-21 FLIGHT TRAJECTORY

TABLE 2 -1 

1 , , f

ROSWELL AIR INDUSTRIAL CENTER i -, t

July 1991 tooit

BLN SZ ALT DURATION DIST FROM STA'3 k m h r s a m Lit 40I. , i l

1563 29 4.6 95 0i

1563 29 3.9 90 4 40 40 ; 0 2D 4 4 g too 1a)
I ouSS.HI R5

1563 30 5.4 135

1563 29 5.6 12 5 Figure 2. Flight 089-21 Val launched from lnlloo APB, Hn at 1142
lDt. The balloon stayed nithi ZOO kiluneteri of the lac ite fur

1563 29 4.4 120 )a hours.

table 2. Listed above are the balloo size, float altitude, liht H89-21 Y COMPWNT VS TimE
duration aid terminatioa dimtane fro the launch paint for tte July hQ1J*AM. hMSAkh53 LkSUN~1510 flights. too , , I I I I I "i

irl-PiV! I v----!: --l-
7 . 19 8 9 F l i h ts l: I I' 0i , t -

The most significant event of the ' I tfTlif V-FuI
1989 series was the 36.6 kilometer flight I i I I /'17 I
launched on Sept 30 at 1842 MDT. rhe --1TI--F -rm V---
launch timue wan chosen so that the balloon 4

would reach flout altitude after balloon Lj,44.4
sunset which greatly reduced the need for o---- Fi1'VV'Vi V
ballast to maintain float altitude during _________ i-i TIF i -
the night. Since this was the time of 6 1 1 * 4 0 1 o i 14 ;a , I e is

minimum stratospheric winds a flight la CM%
duration of at least eighteen hours was
expected and the flight timers were set figure 1. flight 189-21 Wan launched from 90llonmA AK, A at 114z
for eightee, hours. The flight trajectory 0 late the sharp cbange in the trajectory at IVE '".
is shown in Figure 2. rhe chavige il
direction at 75 km west of the launch

point occurred at balloon sunrise when the The balloon reached its uighttinie
balloon ascended from 32 to 37 km. At
termination the tie balloon was about 185 at aloonue t. ot atur
km from Like launch point. after balloon sunset. TFhe float slid

temperature profiles were tutaitial. After
achieving float, tile Jailoonl was quite

The Y" (north-south) component was stable, descending very slowly through the
plotted against time as showin in Figure 3. night. The baila:L floor, 32- kilonA-ters,
A general north drift was experienced for was reached ju-, rior to balloon uirt.
most of the flight, except the turning to Thereace, it ri uncertain wother the
the south at 1600 ucT. 'Ihis turninbt is

I I P i3



initial rise in altitude shown in Figure 5 The time was 1500 HDT. Third, after
ii due to sunrise or a ballast pour. In reaching float there were 20 degree
either case warming occurred immediately temperuture spikes. Thte ambient
and the temperature remained elevated and temperature was a -43 degree C. The slow
stable for the remainder of the flight. At constant descent would have provided some
this point the flight drift changes from ventilation fur the Lhermistor' ald duaped
westerly to easterly. Although not us the boundary layer effects, therefore, a
strong us on subsequent daytime flights, wore stable temperature curve would be
increased temperature fluctuations were expected. The trajectory, Y component
ioted. versu Lime and temperature/ultitude

prut'iles ere shown iil Figures 6, 7 and 8.
The cloud cover alorg the trajectory wasMU9- N A NU %PT 30. 1969 generally thin cirrus clouds, except for a

heavy cumulus formation over the
t ll _ f I t Sacramcnto Mountains.

wI' H HI I II_I i' A!/i i 1 i I u. y 20.T

II J1 I£ -- Y h --
g +-H

0 1 -6 a 1 0 It 12 3 14 Is is 17 to

Figure I. Flight 889-21 waa laonched from olloaim IFB, NI at 1842e i }
I . loe the differences in the .lewatio for different thei of times of . i i ..100t,4s -1~o49 - 4 .11 100 40 -w -W Q I 0
the day. I UAUteQW U

ItB8-21 A1.T1TU()E/TE MT1U P U Figure 6 lg. tiiht 1 -080 wo launched from Roswell, NN at 121 NDT.
llUU/M.N AM MW 91 30. 1QU talMote the chsie in trajeetory at -blU kiloaeters.

- 3 H9411A=T1DE/Y COMUPONNT
k(Ij1L. NisAILY 286. 19hOl 1228-1654 MNi

' I so- I

o o
1 i r s e t t t prir ij1 0) j4 [f I 4

Figure S. Flight -2 Va lanched from AA 0S, At 1842i t 2o 24 2 2 22
VOD? Tha sharp rise is alitadt od ttaperattare began Just prior to "U L

bollool sunarise. Figure 1. Flight 010-01 vat laonched from Roswell, No at 1126 511.
Note the ch& ie ia trajectory At 1100 UT.

8. 1990 Flights H90-08 ALITDE/I 1P"11,TURI

The trajectories, altitude and 3 .l NM JULY 28, 1990 122d-1154 Wit
temperature profiles for the five good I A
data flights launched froms Hoawell, NM in All- 1 i 1
July of 1990 are shown in Figures 6 toIO L lJ u
through 14. 0 I4I- \-

The first flight, 190-08, was / 1
launched at 1226 MDT on July 28, 1990.
Three significant features were noted on 4
this flight. First, just after reaching "

float altitude, 29 km. the balloon began a -- r-moderate descent at about one meter persecond which continued at this rate to the 4 *•,• -

termination altitude, 21 km. Second, the If 164I f 1I 21 21 a l1s A a S an 23. 2w

trajectory backed from a westerly to a HubI
west southwesterly heading. The point of Figure I0. Flight H00-08 wat laoched fro% Roiwell, kN it 12Z6 NUT.
change was 75 km west of the launchi site. Note the large teaperatare deviaLtion throughout the flost perioJ.



The second flight, H90-09, wa termination. See Figures 12, 13, aid 14.
launched at 0909 MDT on July 29, 1990. It Littliast drops were made at 0750, OTH2 a id
reached float altitude, 29.4 kilometers, 0H54. The cloud cover was scattered LO
at 1100 MDT, floated through solar noon thin broken cirrus clouds.
and was terminated at 1300 HDT. Unlike the
previous flight there were fluctuation in 0420-09 ALTTJ1 /T1MPE/TURJ

WhN" l31 Nis JULY "29, 1900 01109-13 03 W~r
the trajectory but no significant backing 3- 6 .I - 1 0 MD 40
or veering. A strong thermal spike -30 - r---S
occurred just after the balloon entered 30I -2
float. These data are shown in Figures 9, / ..
10 and 11. From the balloon's geobietry and I f
sun angle it is estimated that the I
from 1145 MDT until termination. During

this period the temperatures appeared more Ilt .
stuble and slightly cooler. Tile cloud I .

cover along the trajectory was thin broken
cirrus clouds. Ballast pours occurred at
1222 and 1254 MDLr. 0 • •

to I 14 1" I 17.5 I 10i tov 110. W

0490-09 nUGhm TR )WrmOMhWOt. NM JULY 29. IM 0 090o-I 03 MD? Figure II, Fliiht ISO-09 va launcLed frog Rikaell, NO at 0909 MDT.
16- Mott the strongl tesperrture deviations Just after the lalloolt

? - catered float.

_O90 nxlorr rWMR.
.ml ,M JULY 30. 100 0414-0038 MDT

U" * I I-,. I i -

Piue1 l~tBOO m ~ce rm|acllli 5iT 1 *[ I __! _ . T T I i
. -r - r I '"1 I I -H

Figure 1. Willt , ws l e f v a t igr NOTI.?I 0I

abl HHo2e foli OV00on 0 Witto -211 440 tr-MQor -W 10-t14 I 10 -IVO -W o0 er 4,w. I

Fgurei . filighun d 9ro1 iow a d@ell, I N30 , at- [1i[ MDT.j j ias,-0 1t10-JI10 (DW1Ot*J4TY 
_________N~EU . M ULY29 I99u099-w" MDS 0 . .00 041 4 --s WT

Is I" s " II

Fiur -10 Fgre. Flight M-1wslwce9fo li0l 1 t00 O.- J laac

The third flight, 1190-10, was n/I ! I ! I i l , i \
launched at 0414 MDT on July 30, 1990. -W111 m z s 4 m s, .
Sunrise occurred during ascent at 21 ULK06ULIkilometers. backing to the west southwest
heading was noted in Lhe trajectory, Wre D. Flight 90-10 vi seethed frog Ioiwell.D?.it 0414 T.
however, the point of change was further lite the change i0 trajectory at 1400 UCT.

west. 120 kilometers west of Lthe launchlSite. The Lime was 0800 MDT. At 0900 Lite The fourth flight, 1190-11 was
drift to the southwest changed buck o launched t 2358 DT oi July 31 , 1990.
ts more normal westerly drift. an the Ciabout and float were IL darkness. As in
early portion of the flout period the the previous flights there was a bawkiog
temperatures were relatively stable. The3o tig tr0jector The point of' chuge for
occurrence of thermal spikes begn about tis flight was 50 kilometers wet of the
0730 M T and continued sporadically until tultch site itd the Lime wis 0400 bD.

0730 MDT ad continue sprdial uil lanhst n ieLiews00 D.



temperature was relatively stable and near The fifth and final flight or tOic
ambient -45 degree C. There were slight series, 1190-13, was lautiched tit 191t; MDT'
spikes in the negative direction, on August 2, 1990. Bailloonk sunset occurred
consistent with downwash from the cooler during ascent at 23 kilomiceters.
radiative temperatures of the balloon. 'ile iminediately after raching float a descent
graphical descriptions for this flight are of 2.5 neters per second was established
shown iii Figures 15, 16 arid 17. Ballast acid continued until the first ballat drop
drops were made at 0928, 1000 and 1032 at 2308 MDT. A second drop was ujade tt
HDT. This flight overflew a thin broken 23.10 HMDT. The trajectory in this case
cirrus cloud layer. veered slightly instead of backing tas in

Lte previous flights at 140 kilometers
west of Lhe launch point. The Liclie was

190-10 MUET1tW011J 2230 HUT. The temuperature trace for this

*OOU NUJL 0 10 01-08MT flight was the most stable of all. the.
22 flights. There were rio signht'icuit

- 0 deviations. The trace tracked the float
I I U duscent anid ascent o1' the balloon very

n r ho~ I ! well. These data are shown in Figures 18,
~iviml I '~ 19. and 20. Cloud cover for this flight

was~ a kayer of thini broken cirrus clouds.

HOO-11I ALTTI1DE/TEMPI.RA1URE
1_ 3 bif"U N9l JULY 31. l1ll) 235t-0516t iiixr 0

16o S IU 11 1. 12 12.51 IS i 14 14.5 6 16. to I 14.6 I? "

Figure I4. Flight 111-10 was launched frog loovell, No at 0414 III. 2

Note the stroagl tellieraturt flttatillmi after ballboo sonive. /-

U9- I FI IPIM .4

*~ H I

-1T-

~ ~ Note the aegative temper.tore fluctuations.

1 It Iggj t12-13 flXGHT ThAJWrTRY
* 1 1 L 'WIJ Nul &Lx 2. ig~e) l9iad--35a hour

me .0 10 .0 4

Figure IS. Flight 190-Il was laumehed from Rlmmll, NI at 1351 Of? 30 i t F

Note the backlog is trajectorp at -1110 klometers, 1-.4 _

119O-ti Amnmlll/ 0t4YI4'r Mff
Palle" 11 JUY 31. /Y 90 23554S1111-r-

-W .azo lug -s. 1-140 -i -lic -14 -. 5 10 004 4- Wa W

Figure IL Flight 1-13 mas launched (too loovell, NN at 1516 NUT.

Nte the terli~ is trojCCtitl at -169 kilometers.

-- r ~ i ~~~i f. ~The temperature data collected
I I I~i I ~exhibitLed some unexpected antosal ies tin the

6 4 &SI7 1 06 1ge IS 1 10.5 It 111, 12 daytime flights, Because of solar loadinge
soULt W arid boundary layers effects, elevated

datytime temperatures were expected,
however, the strong thermal spikes were

riot * One possible explatiatioti was the
Figure 16. 1Plight 110-11 vwa Iaumched from toovell, IfAt 1351 Ml?. orientaotiorn of the readitosonide . To test
Note the chaste is tratoctory at 1lOGOOCT. this a radijosonde sub Jec ted to s trocia



incoming solar radiation in front of a atog w ftesie curdvr
closed window in a closed room. Every atog w rtesie curdvr
fifteen minutes the radiosonde was soon after the balloon had settled into
rotated 90 degrees. Temperatures were flout. These data are shown us a composite
recorded and compared for each fifteen summery in Figure 21. It is evidentL that
minute segment. No significaunt differences the temperature deviations are daytime
were noted in any of the positions. Ths phenouieru. Elevated temperatures anid
test data are shown in Tauble 3. fluctuations were expected but the

magnitude was surprising, It is
TABLE 3. interesting to note on Flight 1189-21 where

the radiosonde was about two feet below
RADIOSONDE SOLAR LOADING TEST Lte payload, much saieller deviations were

measured. Hlowever, the mean daytime
Begin Test End Text Position temperature was much higher above ambient.

Deg C Deg CAn analysis of the trujectory data
31.4 31.6 Facing sun indicates a correlation between Lte change

in direction and the time of day anid/ur
30.1 29.9 90 deg left Lte geographic location. These changes4 in

direction correlate with Lte tiwe of Lte
30.9 30.7 Away from sun six ho~ir surface pressure noudes at 0300,

0900, 1500, anid 2100 local tioe. Thvse six
29.2 29.9 90 deg right hour pressure nodes are reflected tr. Lte

surface pressure us higher pressures at
Tohle 3. A test for solar Ioiia wasmad isd ja £li roo At about 0900 anid 2100 and lower pressures at 0300
151 ohs. me stlAificsAc differeocee Vere Acted. The eiasure tiii at and 1500 local time. There is also it
tack politics VAN 15 site weaker correlation with geographic

position in that the most frequent change
occurred over the Sacrumento 's ridge

110-13 AL1YMMEY 0DW NWm crest. It is intereuting to note that
00SWa. NM ALE 2. 10901918-41356 WD Flight 1190-09 which was flown between

115 pressure node timtes had no signcificant
I I ~changes. These data tire shown ink Tuble 4.

-r--rrTABLE 4

A 311 TRAJECTORY TiNE/DISTANCE COMPARISON
is - i gh1t Time of Dist fromn ChIiar ac t er

Number 5 Change Launch SiteI ' I~ \I umer (MDI1) (Km )
IA ~ (longitude)

I ~ a 2 .L U44e 8806 1189-21 1000 +40 Veered

10U5.66)
Figure 11. Flight lle-I) vat hauikched from bosweh, Ml at 19M II?. 1190-08 1500 -75 Backed
Note the ciig s trajectory &L atogt 0130 UCT. (105. 20)

chiH 190-09 No Sig No Sig

1190-10 0800 -120 Blacked
HQO0-13 ALIN/WWWlJ RK (105.83)
WMM K AmE 2. IOU il 016 - SI 35 11390- 11 0400 -150 foc ked

____ Ii I(106.U8)
H190- 13 2200 -14U Veered

as 0

am t Table 4. This table coMrehtew the tile of a significatit Chalit in

I trAjectorl, the locIon 4 Ofthe C1144se &Ad the character of the

tr~t~ ctoge.These data are sonin comiposite a
form in Figure 21 . As shown in thke graph

Iia Ur 1000 ii Ul0arid 140U LCT.

Figure 20. Flight 101) vWa hnescliti frog boswell, * 111 IM D?. The amount anid type of cloud cover
lat.e k heestct 0 temperstore flactuatloom durisi this period, was compared with Lte altitude,

temperature profiles and trajectories by
comparing the satellite pictures with tike

These daytime temperature flight data. There wats little difference
fluctuations appear to be random. No irk either type or amount of cluud fromn
correlation wats observed ats to geographic flight to flight. Nothing of interost was
location, time of day or time at float, noted in tike cloud anaiyuis.



10. SummaryI recovery of fuese sysitems. III particular
my thanks to Joe Longshore kind Jue

There appears to be a good IFumerola for their help in assembling the
correlation between time of day and the payload and Jerry Black for usiistance in
change in trajectory which coincides with data formatting and analysis. AL hcme i-y
the time of the six hourly surface th~anks to the shop technicians who built
pressure nodes. There is a weaker the electronics package and Catherine flice
correlation with location. These data are for, absistance in the technical
masked by ballast drops and changes in preparation of this paper.
balloon altitude which could also account
for the changes. These few data points and
masking paramaeters make the correlation
lesd definitive.

JULY-AUGUWS 1UB0

2 4 * W 111 12 4 IS Is 'V W

Flkirut 11. Composite ttepenature Irspil for the 1910 Roswell, 111
flillits. Matt the Chug.t is teapeat~ !Iurtuatis froms igli to
day.
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filgee It. Composite f-Compole~t Verski tile for the 1141weiJ, 15
1190 fliflht.

The thermal spikes observed during
the daytime flights appear to be real data
of unknown origin. They do not fit with
the entrainment or boundary layer models.
Nor do they correlate with ally of thke
investigated parameters. They are sporadic
and short in duration. Further study is
needed in this area.
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